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Concept: An innovative Green Tanning voluntary label, technology & process system has been 
developed that strives to use as little energy, water and materials as possible, comparing favourably with 
international leather industry standards. The technology contains patent-pending technology 
transforming shaving waste into a chemical (production raw materials) to form an example of close-loop 
manufacturing. Each unit of output is measured in terms of usage of raw materials, water and energy 
and consequently, each product & article is assessed through product Carbon (CO2) footprints for 
Green Value Chain effectiveness. The Product Carbon label enables actors like consumers and clients 
to conscientiously purchase environmentally less harmful goods, while the company is able to upgrade 
its internal management continuously by evaluating added value per unit of consumption whilst reducing 
waste and redesigning the recycling logistics per single process.  The company is also able to analyze 
its total eco-innovation costs and its product performance targets through market research and through 
adapting policy and market tools. Product & service deliveries can be tailor-made for each customer’s 
brand. Business investments, human capital, risk & rewards systems can be clearly assessed; bench 
marked, budgeted and reviewed on a weekly base.  

Other information: The CEO of ISA and Chairman of Foreign Tannery Association /China had initiated   
a unique Intra industry collaboration on a GHG audit / procurement management system  (“ The  Leather 
working Group“) , partnering with Brand customers (Nike, Timberland etc), Institutions (British Leather 
Council, China Leather Industry Association) and peer tanneries. The LITE system has also expanded 
its energy efficiency concept from manufacturing to procurement to Green Buildings, whereby 
appropriate building design leads to substantial cost saving through energy saving and a full water 
recycling system.  The factory has adopted natural ventilation practices, following wind and plantation 
directions, rain water collection and biological treatment of water in a lake as an integrated water 
recycling system. The business also has a Green Roof, open corridors to collect sun light, Reed bed to 
treat water biologically, a bamboo factory fence, and a swimming pool / club house that doubles as a fire 
safety water reserve and employee recreational BBQ area. The “LITE leather“ classification is 
implemented with transparent criteria. Brands like Timberland and Hush Puppies have taken the 
management & procurement process as their GVCM basis in CSR & supplier selection references. 

Economic benefits: LITE system classifies the efficient products and production process, the close-
looped manufacturing and key resources 3R adaptation by intelligent design of logistic systems, 
furthermore, tuning into customers’ purchasing decision by providing Green product differentiation with 
much reduced carbon footprints. The evidence to prove LITE system to be successful is a much faster 
ROI cycle than normal business. The company disseminates technical knowledge & information through 
Sustainable Consumption and Production trainings, know-how transfer to customers, in-house 
presentations and auditing programs for several brand end-users, Ministries of Environment (e.g. 
Ministries of Environment of German and China), local governors and research institutions.  

More information: Please contact Mr. Thomas Schneider, CEO, and E-mail: tom@tantec1.com ; or                          
Ms. Kris Schneider, partner, E-mail Kris.Schneider@Ecological-Development.com 
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